We introduce a new end-to-end software environment that enables experimentation with using SciTokens for capability-based authorization in scientific computing. This set of interconnected Docker containers enables science projects to gain experience with the SciTokens model prior to adoption. It is a product of our SciAuth project, which supports the adoption of the SciTokens model through community engagement, support for coordinated adoption of community standards, assistance with software integration, security analysis and threat modeling, training, and workforce development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SciTokens [14] is a capability-based authorization system for distributed scientific computing, using JSON Web Token (JWT) [8] and OAuth [7] standards. While SciTokens has been incorporated into many software components and used in production in Open Science Grid, it still remains difficult for science projects to perform contained end-to-end experiments to better understand the SciTokens approach prior to adoption. In this article, we present a new end-to-end experimental environment, using popular software components (JupyterHub, HTCondor, GitHub), configured to use SciTokens and packaged in Docker containers to enable community experiments to further SciTokens adoption. We have developed this environment as part of the SciAuth project, which aims to help the scientific community realize the benefits of an interoperable, capability-based ecosystem. The software is publicly available at https://github.com/sciauth/sciauth-lightweight-environment.

2 RELATED WORK

The JWT Profile for OAuth 2.0 Access Tokens [4] provides a standard for an approach to distributed authorization that is being adopted across scientific computing environments and across the Internet. Using JWTs to convey authorization enables interoperability and extensibility through a self-describing token format that can be produced and consumed by a breadth of programming languages and application frameworks. The OAuth 2.0 framework provides interoperable mechanisms for token issuance [7], use [9], validation [11], and exchange [10].
The WLCG Common JWT Profiles [1] extend SciTokens prior work to include authorization for compute resources in addition to data, along with operational guidelines that further enable interoperability and operational security in distributed scientific computing environments. Recent releases of SciTokens libraries add support for the WLCG profiles to enable broader adoption.

GA4GH Passports [13] provide a JWT profile for authorization in genomics and health research infrastructures, including ELIXIR Europe, the National Institutes of Health, and the Autism Sharing Initiative. GA4GH and its partners provide demonstration implementations, but do not provide an end-to-end experimental environment like SciAuth.

3 END-TO-END ENVIRONMENT

The goal of the SciAuth end-to-end environment is to provide an easy to use experimental environment for the SciTokens technology. The environment consists of an integrated set of Docker containers, created from existing software components and configured to produce and consume JWTs to implement basic authorization policies for access to compute and data (e.g., HTCondor workflows and GitHub repositories) via a standard web browser interface built on JupyterHub. Users can log in to the environment using their GitHub, Google, ORCID, Microsoft, or university account via CILogon [3], then experiment with different access policies, security configurations, and system behaviors. Users can also experiment with integrating additional services into the end-to-end environment using the common SciTokens authorization mechanism.

3.1 Overall Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the overall system architecture of the SciAuth end-to-end environment. It includes an OpenID Connect Provider (CILogon), which issues ID Tokens for authentication, and two Authorization Servers (Lab and GitHub), which issue Access Tokens for authorization and Refresh Tokens for refreshing the Access Tokens. JupyterHub is configured to use the OpenID Connect Provider for authentication, with an access control list (ACL) that grants or denies access to the JupyterHub environment based on the ID Token contents (user identifier, attributes, and group memberships). JupyterHub is also configured with a Token Management Service to obtain tokens from the two Authorization Servers and to refresh those tokens as needed. When the user...
launches a Jupyter Notebook, the Token Management Service delivers the Access Tokens into the Notebook environment, so the Notebook can submit jobs to HTCondor (using the Lab Access Token) and access GitHub repositories (using the GitHub Access Token). The Lab Authorization Server is also configured to use the OpenID Connect Provider for authentication, while the GitHub Authorization Server uses GitHub accounts for authentication.

The Docker containers provide the Lab Authorization Server, JupyterHub (with Token Management Service), example Jupyter Notebooks, and HTCondor services. These components are shown inside a box in Figure 1 to illustrate that they constitute the end-to-end environment. The environment connects to CILogon and GitHub as external services.

3.2 Authorization Server

We developed a lightweight issuer [6] for the end-to-end environment, based on prior SciTokens work, to issue tokens using OAuth. The issuer is packaged as a Docker container. The user provides configuration to describe how it is run and the policy it should enforce.

3.2.1 Configuration. The authorization server requires several configuration parameters.

- Host certificate to enable HTTPS connections
- Private keys to sign issued SciTokens
- Client id and Client secret to authenticate with CILogon service
- Public hostname of the issuer that clients can use to request tokens
- Issuer policy file (described below in 3.2.2).

The configuration is given to the issuer through either environment variables or mounted into the container as a file or directory.

3.2.2 Authorization Server Policy. Policy in the authorization server is configured through a JSON file mounted into the Docker container at runtime. The policy file determines each user’s scopes in the generated SciTokens, keyed on the CILogon User Identifier of the users by default.
The provided configuration issues SciTokens with permission to submit jobs to the local HTCondor container. Multiple users can be listed in the policy file, each with their own scopes and audience, or more advanced policies can be configured using boolean logic and regular expressions.

### 3.3 JupyterHub Token Management Service

The Token Management Service is a Python package [2] that can be installed alongside JupyterHub to enable it to act as an OAuth client for fetching and refreshing access tokens on a user’s behalf. Users authorize the service to fetch tokens via a basic web UI, and they can retrieve tokens via either the web UI or from inside their Jupyter notebook via a web API.

Setting up the service consists of installing the Python package, configuring JupyterHub to start the service, and configuring the service with one or more OAuth clients for token issuers. The end-to-end environment builds-in the first two of these steps and provides a template file for the third, with placeholders for CILogon and GitHub registration parameters.

```
Example Policy File

1 {  
2   "http://cilogon.org/serverA/users/12345": {  
3     "eduPersonEntitlement": [  
4       "compute.write compute.read compute.cancel compute.modify"  
5     ],  
6     "audience": "https://htcondor.localdomain/"  
7   },  
8 }
```

The provided configuration issues SciTokens with permission to submit jobs to the local HTCondor container. Multiple users can be listed in the policy file, each with their own scopes and audience, or more advanced policies can be configured using boolean logic and regular expressions.

### 3.3 JupyterHub Token Management Service

The Token Management Service is a Python package [2] that can be installed alongside JupyterHub to enable it to act as an OAuth client for fetching and refreshing access tokens on a user’s behalf. Users authorize the service to fetch tokens via a basic web UI, and they can retrieve tokens via either the web UI or from inside their Jupyter notebook via a web API.

Setting up the service consists of installing the Python package, configuring JupyterHub to start the service, and configuring the service with one or more OAuth clients for token issuers. The end-to-end environment builds-in the first two of these steps and provides a template file for the third, with placeholders for CILogon and GitHub registration parameters.
3.4 Resource Providers

Since the JupyterHub Token Management Service uses the OAuth standard, it can integrate with a wide range of providers. The initial release of the SciAuth environment contains two integrations:

1. **HTCondor Software Suite.** The HTCondor software suite provides a range of compute services. HTCondor’s SchedD daemon exposes the ability to provide job management (submission, file transfer, removal) functionality over a remote network connection. HTCondor’s underlying network protocol, CEDAR [12], includes a flexible negotiation of authentication method and has recently been extended to include authentication based on SciTokens. This provides the JupyterLab session with the ability to submit jobs to remote HTCondor systems as illustrated with token $A_1$ in Figure 1.

2. **GitHub.** The OAuth model is used as an authorization mechanism across a wide range of commercial service providers, so while SciTokens has been integrated in several community services, the SciAuth environment is not limited to them. As illustrated for token $A_2$ of Figure 1, the token management service can acquire tokens from a service like GitHub, have it placed into the Jupyter environment, and enable the user to access a GitHub-based source repository from their notebook.

We plan to include additional integrations in in future releases. For example, the XRootD software framework is commonly use in the High Energy Physics community to move data between sites [5]. It provides support for multiple data transfer protocols, including the xrootd protocol and HTTP. XRootD now has an HTTP plugin for SciTokens, and the xrootd protocol has a new authentication mechanism (termed “ZTN”) that adds support for tokens.

3.5 Deployment

Our end-to-end environment is implemented as a Docker Compose setup that is designed to be deployed locally on any host where the user can start and stop Docker containers. Deploying the environment consists of cloning the Git repository at https://github.com/sciauth/sciauth-lightweight-environment and following the provided instructions.

By default, our setup requires the user to be able to register an OIDC client with CILogon, for authenticating users to JupyterHub and the lightweight token issuer, and an OAuth application with GitHub, for providing GitHub Access Tokens. Aside from filling in configuration templates with these OAuth client IDs and secrets, other configuration is handled automatically.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, the SciAuth end-to-end experimental environment addresses the need for hands-on access to SciTokens-enabled components prior to planning adoption across a scientific computing
environment. Since SciTokens is a technology for authorization in distributed systems, a true evaluation environment requires multiple interconnected services. The SciAuth packaging of service containers using Docker Compose eases deployment for experimenting with different authorization policies, security configurations, and performance modes. JupyterHub provides a standard web interface, avoiding the need for less friendly command-line interfaces.

Future work for the SciAuth project includes the development of training materials, using the end-to-end environment for hands-on exercises, for both in-person training events and online self-paced tutorials. For updates, please visit our project web site at https://sciauth.org/.
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